Induction-recursion is a schema which formalizes the principles for introducing new sets in Martin-L of's type theory. It states that we may inductively de ne a set while simultaneously de ning a function from this set into an arbitrary type by structural recursion. This extends the notion of an inductively de ned set substantially and allows us to introduce universes and higher order universes (but not a Mahlo universe). In this article we give a nite axiomatization of inductive-recursive de nitions. We prove consistency by constructing a set-theoretic model which makes use of one Mahlo cardinal.
Introduction
theory is shown without assuming the positivity restriction on parameters needed for Dybjer's original realizability model of inductive-recursive de nitions 7] .
The new theory explains that induction-recursion can be viewed as a very general re ection principle: given nitely many (possibly in nitary) operations on a type D, we can construct by simultaneous induction-recursion a universe U with decoding function T : U ! D, which re ects each of the D-operations. This re ection principle can be expressed formally by a diagram which extends the initial algebra diagram used for categorical semantics of inductively de ned sets. The resulting theory has been implemented in the Half system, a proof assistant for Martin-L of's type theory developed by Coquand and Synek, see Cederquist 4] .
Plan of the paper. In Section 2 we present Martin-L of's Logical Framework. In Section 3 we recall how to use initial algebras for giving categorical semantics of inductive types in the simply typed lambda calculus. In Section 4 we discuss the step from induction to induction-recursion and how we need to modify the notion of an endofunctor and of an initial -algebra in order to capture the formal rules for induction-recursion. We then show how to give a nite axiomatization of inductiverecursive de nitions by introducing a type of codes for such modi ed endofunctors. In Section 5 we show how to recover some well-known set constructors by giving appropriate codes. In Section 6 we build a set-theoretic model. In Section 7 we mention some related work.
An Extension of the Logical Framework
The We will add a level between set and type, which we call stype for small types:
stype : type. (The reason for the need for stype is discussed in 7].) If a : set then a : stype. Moreover, stype is also closed under dependent function types, dependent products and includes the one-element type. However, set itself will not be in stype. Finally, in order to make it possible to code all constructors into one (see the remark on page 4), we add the set B of booleans with elements tt for true and for We also use some abbreviations, such as omitting the type in an abstraction, that is, writing (x)a instead of (x : A)a, and writing repeated application as a(b 1 ; : : : ; b n ) instead of a(b 1 ) (b n ) and repeated abstraction as (x 1 : A 1 ; : : : ; x n : A n )a instead of (x 1 : A 1 ) (x n : A n )a.
Inductive Types as Initial Algebras
Let us rst consider the question of how to formalize inductive types in the setting of the simply typed -calculus. We shall consider generalized inductive de nitions of types given by a nite number of constructors intro i : i (U) ! U ;
where i are strictly positive in the following restricted sense:
The constant functor (D) = 1 is strictly positive. This is the base case corresponding to an introduction rule with no premises. Both are examples of inductive de nitions (no simultaneously de ned function participates in the de nition yet). For this case later premises can only depend on earlier non-inductive premises, but not on earlier inductive premises. We cannot make use of inductive premises, because they only give information about the set we are currently de ning.
To capture inductive de nitions of sets in the presence of dependent types 8, 9], we thus only need to change the notion of a strictly positive functor above by replacing the non-inductive case by:
If A is an stype, and x is a strictly positive functor depending on x : A, then (D) = (x : A) x (D) is strictly positive. We shall now replace the sequence of functors ( 1 ; : : : ; n ) by a single functor by de ning (D) := (x : N n ) x (D). In order to make this possible we need the existence of nite sets with n elements N n . An easy observation shows that B and the empty set N 0 su ce. (It will however be possible to de ne N 0 , see section 5).
In the case of inductive-recursive de nitions however, a later premise may also depend on an earlier inductive premise. We consider the key example, the ordinary rst universe U a la Tarski Note the similarity between the above diagram for induction-recursion and the ordinary diagram for an initial algebra of an endofunctor which was displayed in Section 2! The key di erence is that here is no longer a functor in the ordinary sense, but consists of three components: Arg , arg , and map . These will be axiomatized below.
A Finite Axiomatization
We shall now give the formal rules for the inductive-recursive de nition of a set U and a function T : U ! D. Such -sets. Let As before we can de ne the ordinary constructor sup with its elimination rules.
A The above examples show that we can derive all inductive-recursive sets in a form, which is close to the way we would ordinarily like to write them down. We must for example write the arguments in list notation and, if we have a non-indexed inductive argument, write it as an argument depending on the type 1. In an implementation of the calculus one could of course easily avoid this administrative overhead.
6 Set-Theoretic Model
Interpretation of Expressions
The idea behind the model is simple: interpret all constructions in set theory in the obvious way! In particular, each type is interpreted as a set, equal types are interpreted as equal sets, a : A is interpreted as a 2 A, and a = b : A is interpreted as a and b are equal elements of A. Moreover, A ! B is interpreted as the set of all functions from A to B in the set-theoretic sense, and (x : A) ! B as the set-theoretic cartesian product x2A B, etc.
The inductively de ned type SP D of codes for strictly positive operators is interpreted as an inductively de ned set in the set-theoretic sense, that is, as a set generated by iterating a monotone operator up to a xed point. Similarly, the inductive-recursively de ned set U and function T : U ! D, are also interpreted by iterating a monotone operator up to a xed point.
In order to ensure that a xed point indeed can be reached we postulate the existence of one Mahlo cardinal in addition to the ordinary axioms of ZF set theory. 6 We also need the the axiom of choice to deal with cardinals, and for simplicity we assume the generalized continuum hypothesis. 7 Note, that a cardinal is inaccessible, i it is regular and @ = , where @ enumerates the in nite cardinals. An inaccessible cardinal is a Mahlo cardinal, i every normal function f : ! has a regular xed point. (A normal function f is a (strictly) monotone function, which is continuous at limit ordinals , i.e. f( ) = sup < f( ).) The standard model of our extension of ZF is V M +, where M + is the rst inaccessible above M, however all types will be interpreted as elements of V , where is the rst (non-regular) xed point of :@ above M.
We will develop the semantics following the approach in 8]. Let 0 := @ M+1 , n+1 := @ n , and := sup n2! n .
If a; a 1 ; : : : ; a n ; c are sets, and b is a function with domain a, let We shall use the set V as the set-theoretic universe for our interpretation. All types and objects of types will thus be interpreted as elements of V 8 . Terms which depend on free variables will be interpreted relative to an assignment , that is, a function, which maps a nite set of variables to elements of V . In the following (possibly with indices or accents) will always be an assignment. If a 2 V , then a x is the assignment with dom( a x ) := dom( ) fxg, such that Let terms be the set of expressions which possibly occur as elements of a type or as types: So variables are terms and if a; b; a 1 ; : : : ; a n are terms, x is a variable, and C is an n-ary constructor (including set, stype and constructors like h ; i, 0 6 In Sect. 7 (\Constructive versions of the model") we will discuss how to replace these strong set theoretic requirements by far weaker ones. 7 Without the generalized continuum hypothesis one has to replace Mahlo and inaccessible by strongly Mahlo and strongly inaccessible, respectively, and @ by i . 8 We here use a notion of model which only requires all derivable types to be interpreted as elements of V . Note however that V is not closed under the formation of dependent function types. If we wish to satisfy this requirement we can either reinterpret type as the class of all sets or as V I for some inaccessible cardinal I > M. but excluding type) of the system, then (x : a) ! b, (x : a)b, (x : a) b and C(a 1 ; : : : ; a n ) are terms.
For terms t and assignments we will determine, whether its interpretation t is de ned, and if it is de ned, the value of t . This will be done in such a way that for every term t and every n 2 ! there exists an m 2 ! such that, if rng( ) V n , t 2 V m . For closed terms, t will not depend on and we therefore omit the subscript . We will use ' for partial equality in the usual sense, and also let t :' s mean that the interpretation of t under assignment is de ned to be s, provided s is de ned, and is unde ned otherwise. We extend this de nition further The proof of the Soundness theorem is more or less routine, except for the veri cation that U : set. In order to prove this we will need some lemmata.
First we need to verify that U is increasing with and that for < T and T coincide on U . In order to prove this we need to verify that arg (D; ; U; T) and map (D; ; U; T) are monotone in U, T, as expressed by the following lemma: 
Then arg (D; ; U; T) is -continuous in U and T, that is, (1) holds.
Proof: \ " follows by Lemma 2b.
\ " follows by induction on . We treat only the main case = ind (A; ).
Assume a 2 arg (D; ; U < ; T < ), and show a 2 arg (D; ; U ; T ) for some < . We know a = hf; ci for some f : A ! U < , c 2 arg (D; (T < f); U < ; T < ). By in type theory was Martin-L of's universe a la Tarski 12]. 9 Then Palmgren 17] dened external and internal universe hierarchies and also a super universe. Rathjen, Gri or, and Palmgren 19] de ned quanti er universes and Palmgren 16] de ned higher order universe hierarchies. All these constructions use induction-recursion, whereas Setzer 20] de ned a Mahlo universe, which goes beyond it. 9 There are earlier examples of informal inductive-recursive de nitions, for example, Martin-L of's simultaneous de nition of the notions of computable type and term 13] from 1972. However, the explicitly inductive-recursive nature of type-theoretic universes was only brought out when they were formulated a la Tarski rather than a la Russell.
Inductive de nitions in type theory. Previous work on formalization of inductive de nitions in Martin-L of's type theory has mainly used external schemata in the style of Martin-L of's intuitionistic theory of iterated inductive de nitions in predicate logic 11]. See for example Backhouse 3] , Dybjer 9] , and Paulin 18] . A schema for inductive-recursive de nitions was introduced by Dybjer 7] .
Categorical semantics of inductive types and of universes. The categorical semantics of inductively de ned dependent types has been discussed for example by Coquand and Paulin 5] and Mendler 14] . The latter article also discusses categorical semantics of universes in type theory. In a future article we plan to extend Mendler's work, by giving categorical semantics of inductive-recursive de nitions in terms of initial algebras on endofunctors in slice categories. We will also show how such semantics suggest an alternative nite axiomatization of inductive-recursive de nitions.
Set-theoretic semantics of type theory. It is well-known that Martin-L of's type theory has a \naive" full function-space model, see for example the introduction in Troelstra 26] . Dybjer 8] gives a full function space model of Martin-L of's type theory with an external schema for inductive de nitions. Aczel's recent article 1] contains further information about set-theoretic interpretations of type theory.
Large cardinals in set theory. Induction-recursion gives quite a general approach to type-theoretic analogues of large cardinals in set theory. See for example Drake 6] for an introduction to large cardinals. Induction-recursion gives rise to analogues of for example inaccessible, hyper-inaccessible cardinals, and more generally Mahlo's -numbers 19], but does not justify the de nition of a set, which is an analogue of a Mahlo cardinal. However, the type of sets has closure properties similar to those of a Mahlo cardinal.
Constructive versions of the model. The current model requires much more proof theoretic power than is actually needed: the strength of the type theory considered is very weak relative to ZF, even without any addition of large cardinals. Aczel 1] shows that the set theoretic models interpret as well the principle of excluded middle of type theory, an enormous strengthening of the type theory. In order to get a model in a theory which has the same strength, Aczel modi es the model and replaces ZF by constructive set theory CZF. One can as well de ne a model in a theory of the same strength by giving a realizability interpretation in Kripke-Platek set theory extended by a recursive Mahlo ordinal and ! admissibles above, extending 21, 24, 23] . Both models require some extra work, which exceeds the space available in this article. 10 Proof-theoretic strength of type theory. It should be easy to develop a term model of the theory in KPM + used in 23] for the interpretation of Mahlo type theory. Such a model, which will make use of a (countable) recursive Mahlo ordinal and ! admissibles above it only, would show that the strength of the current type theory is at most as big as the Mahlo universe. On the other hand, set can be seen as being almost a Mahlo-universe, since we have induction over arbitrary types. What is missing to get the full strength is the possibility of having the W-type on top of the universe. In 10] together with 22], 24], 25] it was shown that in case of one universe such a restriction reduces the strength from jKPI + j to jKPIj and with a similar argument for the lower bound as in 10] it is very likely that using 10 The interpretation in the extension of Kripke-Platek set theory will be presented in an extended version of this article.
the Mahlo-feature of set we have a lower bound jKPMj. Therefore it seems that the strength of our theory lies in the interval jKPMj; jKPM + j].
Inductive-recursive de nitions seem to cover what is by many (but not all) researchers considered at the moment as predicative type theory. Even if some extensions are not covered by our calculus, it seems unlikely that such extensions will get beyond the strength of the Mahlo universe. This indicates that Mahloness is a natural boundary in the world of predicativity, which can only be crossed by adding principles such as the existence of the Mahlo universe as a set. The second author regards such principles as predicatively justi able.
Inductive-recursive de nition of indexed families. The external schema by Dybjer 7] considers the more general case of the simultaneous inductive-recursive de nition of a set-indexed family of sets and functions. The present nite axiomatization can be extended to this case too, but we postpone the presentation of this to a future article.
